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Beer and Libraries: A Delicious Brew
Kalispell, MT – Since the beginning of ImagineIF Libraries this January, every month we
design a different theme with out-of-the-ordinary events, fun projects and surprising
results. So far this year we’ve explored DIY home cleaning products, chickens, bicycles, mini
disc golf and 3D. For October, the focus is beer.
With breweries in most of our towns and increasing local interest in homebrewing, it’s time
to bring beer into the library. Learn more about brewing ingredients, watch a homebrewing
demonstration and enjoy a special tour at Kalispell Brewing Company. Those who catch the
beer fever can choose from dozens of books at ImagineIF about brewing beer, growing hops
and making beer-friendly food.
BIY (Brew It Yourself)
Find out how to do it all, from making it to tasting it.
What’s in a Beer?
Can you tell Chinook from Cascade? How about Crystal from Chocolate? We’re
talking hops and malt here. Brewing ingredients will be out all week so you can come
in and put your senses to the test.
- ImagineIF Bigfork: October 14-16
- ImagineIF Columbia Falls and ImagineIF Kalispell: October 14-16 and 18
Get Serious About Beer
See how the professionals do it and get a little taste for brewing. Get a glimpse of
the inner workings of a full-scale brewery at Kalispell Brewing Company with a
special free tour for ImagineIF Libraries. Limited to 20 people, so be there early.
- Kalispell Brewing Company: October 14, 5:30-6:15 p.m., and October 18, 12:15-1
p.m.
Brew It Like a Homebrewer
Check out our homebrew demonstration, ask questions, maybe even help. You too
can brew.
- ImagineIF Kalispell: October 18, 1-5 p.m.
ImagineIF Libraries encourage exploration, fresh ideas and self-discovery. ImagineIF offers activities
and services for all ages. For more information, visit www.imagineiflibraries.org.
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